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Introduction
We have produced this comprehensive resource of activities to
better enable teachers to plan and incorporate ‘The Fonterra Science
Roadshow visit’ into student learning programmes. The over-riding
objective is to enhance learning outcomes for students.

Included within this resource are:
a) Literacy and science activity based resources that explore 		
six exhibit themes within the 2011 Fonterra Science Roadshow 		
programme.
Suggested usage:
Pre-visit activities
(literacy based)
		



Visit to Roadshow
(exhibit use and
demonstrations)



Post-visit activities
(practical science,
activity based)
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Numeracy and literacy
Many numeracy and literacy opportunities exist within the Fonterra
Science Roadshow programme, both within the visit experience and
the Education Kit. In particular, demonstrations, science experiments
and activities, challenges, interactive exhibits and the Unit of Work
found in the Education Kit are all contextual frameworks within which
the teacher can present integrated programmes.

Additional resources
We would also like to draw your attention to The Building Science
Concepts series produced by the Ministry of Education and School
Journals that will further extend your students on many of the topics
covered by the Fonterra Science Roadshow.
Similarly, the Internet is an important source of information about
science. We have found Wikipedia especially valuable, while YouTube
is an excellent source of science demonstrations.

A big thank you to our sponsor Fonterra
Fonterra’s support enables us to sustain and extend the programme’s
reach to over 45,000 students a year and to bring new and exciting
experiences. The Science Roadshow is a good fit for Fonterra, reflecting
their passion for science, technology and innovation. Fonterra invests
around $100 million in R&D every year and mentors more university
students into their labs than anyone else.

Prepared by Peter E. Smith, Anne Cochrane and
Hannah Bridgman-Smith, Educational Solutions
PO Box 100, Lincoln, Canterbury, New Zealand.
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DURING YOUR VISIT

Making the most of learning opportunities
Support for the New Zealand Curriculum
The Fonterra Science Roadshow experience supports the
New Zealand Curriculum at four levels, with respect to
Principles, Values, Key Competencies and Specific Learning
Intentions. The first three are outlined below, while
Learning Intentions are covered within the Unit of Work
found later in this booklet.

Principles
The Fonterra Science Roadshow experience embodies:
Inclusion: by recognising and affirming learning needs of
all, through an array of sensory experiences
Learning to learn: by giving opportunities for students to
reflect on their own learning processes by free exploration
of hands-on exhibits
Community engagement: by encouraging students to
connect with real life experiences and activities in science
research, technology, industries, the workplace and home
Coherence: by linking science-related experiences with
language and communication, technology careers and real
life experiences
Future focus: by encouraging students to look at
future-focused issues relating to science and technology,
innovation, medicine and communications.

Values
The Fonterra Science Roadshow embodies:
Excellence: through perseverance to find the answer and to
understand how things work
Innovation, enquiry and curiosity: by students thinking
critically and creatively about ideas presented in
demonstrations, and reflectively about how and why
exhibits work
Equity: through access for all to an interactive experience
Participation: through encouragement of students by
presenters, teachers and parents and by the feedback
offered by interactive exhibits
Ecological sustainability: through specific exhibit
thematic(s) (depending on the year) and wherever possible,
environmentally friendly administrative and operational
practices
Integrity: through respect for others by listening, sharing
and waiting their turn.

Key competencies
All five key competencies are well supported by the Fonterra
Science Roadshow experience; namely;
Thinking: by reflecting on demonstrations and about how
and why exhibits work and their relevance to everyday life
Using language, symbols and texts: by student
involvement with Presenters, Explainers, peers and with
self-guided interactive exhibits
Managing self: students decide who to work alongside,
which exhibits to interact with and for how long
Relating to others: by students working alongside and
communicating with other students, teachers, parents,
Presenters and Explainers as they interact with exhibits and
during demonstrations
Participating and contributing: students participate and
contribute to demonstrations, and interact enthusiastically
with exhibits.

The Fonterra Science Roadshow aims to
• Generate enjoyment and enthusiasm for science and technology that can enhance
your classroom programme.
• Increase students’ knowledge and skills over a range of topics from the
New Zealand curriculum.
• Provide experiences in science, technology and innovation that are not generally
available in the classroom.

Research tells us that
• The benefits from an educational visit are greatest when the visit forms an integral
part of the classroom programme.
• The best learning outcomes for students are achieved when they are well prepared.
• Students’ learning is enhanced by opportunities for hands-on experience.
• The quantity and quality of students’ interactions with peers and adults has a
significant effect on promoting students’ learning.
• Group work that includes discussion helps students to consolidate their learning.
• Numeracy and literacy are important so we aim to incorporate these learning areas
within the programme.

What happens during your visit?
• You will be met outside by a member of the Fonterra Science Roadshow team. (If at all
possible please leave school bags at school or on the bus.)
• Your session begins with one of the fifteen-minute demonstrations. During this time
all students will be seated on the floor of the hall, possibly joining another group.
• Students will have approximately forty minutes to interact will the exhibits set up in
the hall. (See exhibit details on pages 5 and 6.)
• Staff will advise students when their exhibit time is over.
• Students will return to the demonstration area for the second fifteen-minute
demonstration. Your group may be joined by students from another group for this
demonstration.
• Staff will direct your students to leave the hall at the end of the second
demonstration.

Your role as a teacher
• Move amongst your students. Interact with them and help them to engage with the
exhibits and talk with others. Emphasise that they should try and understand what the
exhibits are showing.
• Remind adult helpers that the exploration and discussion process is more important for
students’ learning than getting the ‘right’ answer (see next page).
• Please remember that classroom teachers remain responsible for their students’
behaviour at all times.

Theme emphasis
• Prior to your visit, you may wish to divide your class into six groups corresponding to the
six exhibit Themes. Each group is responsible for reporting their understanding of 3–4
exhibits (selected from their Theme) back in class. Suggested ideas for reporting back:
1. exhibit name, 2. what it looked like, 3. what it did and 4. what science idea it demonstrated.
• Additional ideas: student take pen and paper for recording their selected exhibits; use
digital camera or video camera to record selected exhibits for review back in class; do
a project on the science behind one or more of the exhibits.

A visit to the Fonterra Science Roadshow isn’t only for your students. We hope you will
also see it as a great opportunity for your own professional development.

© 2011 The National Science-Technology Roadshow Trust. Prepared by Peter E. Smith, Educational Solutions Ltd.		
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Hints for helpers
Teachers: Please provide each of your helpers with a copy of this page.
Thank you for helping students to learn during their school visit to the Fonterra
Science Roadshow.

What is the Fonterra Science Roadshow?
The Fonterra Science Roadshow travels around the country teaching children about
science, technology and innovation. At the Fonterra Science Roadshow we like to give
students opportunities and experiences that they would not usually have at school. On your
visit you and the students will be able to experiment with at least 60 hands-on exhibits. You
will also take part in two exciting demonstrations called Fire and Ice (about temperature and
combustion) and Super Senses (about our five main senses and how they work).

How you can help students to get the most from their visit
•
•
•
•

Encourage students to try things for themselves.
Help students to read the information on exhibits.
Talk to students about the exhibits.
Ask students questions about what they are doing, for example:
What do you think this is?
How does it work?
What can you find out from it?
• You might like to try asking a question, then:
Pause (wait for an answer)…
Prompt (give them a hint)…
Praise (tell them they did well)…

How you can help the Fonterra Science Roadshow

If you’re not confident with science...
A room full of exhibits can be daunting to the non-scientist
and you may feel unqualified to assist students with their
understanding of an exhibit when you don’t understand
it yourself. However, you don’t need to know any of the
science yourself.
Instead, consider this approach.
• Stand alongside students who are experimenting with
an exhibit.
• Show some interest in the exhibit and ask the
student(s) what it does.
• Tell them you don’t know about it yourself, but you
want to know and you are relying on them to be
the expert.
• Encourage them to investigate and try things.
The first level of understanding may simply relate to
‘making things happen’ on the exhibit.
Get them to tell you what they have found and show
you how it works. Use questions to encourage them to
investigate further. What science is it showing? How do we
use this in real life?
Ask them what the Context Board (the instructions board
beside or on the exhibit) says. Assist the students to read it
and repeat back to you what it means.
By these simple steps you will encourage active involvement
and learning ownership by the students which will carry
forward as they move onto other exhibits.

The Fonterra Science Roadshow team would love to know what you thought about your
visit. At the end of your visit please take a few moments to answer the questions below and
hand to one of the staff.

Did you enjoy your visit to the Fonterra Science Roadshow?

Yes/No

Do you think that the students have enjoyed their time?

Yes/No

Do you think experiencing the Fonterra Science Roadshow
might affect a student’s decision to study science in the
future? Rate on a scale of 1–10 where 1 is absolutely no
chance and 10 is an absolute certainty.
Do you think students are aware of the kind of job
opportunities science offers? Rate on a scale of 1–10 where 1
is not aware at all and 10 is acutely aware.

Rating

Rating

Did you learn anything from your visit?				

Yes/No

Do you think the visit was good value for money?		

Yes/No

Any other comments?
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2011 exhibits
Exhibits
Each year we identify six conceptual Themes under
which we group our exhibits. By ensuring that exhibits
fit within a particular Theme we are able to provide a
number of experiences that build on each other, ensuring
students have the greatest opportunity to expand their
knowledge base.
The notes on this page and the next page highlight the
concepts that are covered within each of these Themes
and may help you to focus pre- and post visit activities and
educational opportunities for your students.
Although our primary focus is on objectives from the
Science Curriculum, the exhibits also contribute across most
other curriculum areas, particularly by providing students
with opportunities to engage with others, to discuss what
they are doing, and work co-operatively on a range of
experiences not normally available to them within the
school environment.

Effective use of Explainers
Explainers are students selected from the host school
to assist with explaining and demonstrating exhibits to
visiting students. (They also play a vital role in assisting
with setting up exhibits and later packing them away in
the truck!) To prepare Explainers for their involvement we
ask that before the Roadshow visit, teachers outline the
following key aspects of the role with the chosen students.
Explainers are there to:
• Assist others to learn (and in doing so, they will learn a
lot themselves).
• Give hints and suggestions about how to use exhibits.
• Show enthusiasm and encourage involvement from
visiting students.
• Ensure safe use of equipment.
• Prevent mistreatment of Roadshow equipment.
All in all, we hope that students enjoy their experience
as Explainers and maximise their own learning by active,
positive and enthusiastic involvement.

Extras for experts
The purpose of this challenge is to stretch more able and/or
determined students and encourage active learning through
involvement with exhibits.
How it works: Each year three or four exhibits are chosen
for more detailed study. These are ‘flagged’ to identify
them so that during the ‘floor session’ when students are
using exhibits, they know which ones are for the ‘extras for
experts’ challenge.
At any time during this part of their visit, students have the
opportunity to use and study these exhibits in detail, then
to explain how they work to nominated adults (who have
model answers). If they explain a given exhibit correctly,
they have a card stamped. They repeat this process with the
other exhibits and once they collect at least two stamps,
they are eligible for a prize drawn at the end of their visit.
Please note: While every effort is made to display the complete
range of exhibits listed, due to various factors out of our control,
this is not always possible. Usually a minimum of 60 exhibits are
on display at any one time.

Themes
Detection — Te Haurapa
Exhibits in this theme address specific learning intentions relating to the following:
analysing substances; detecting static electricity; radio isotope analysis; fluorescent
substances; forensics, insect identification; metal detection; identifying odours;
detecting radiation; analysing light spectra; and, analysing gold. Exhibits include:
•
•
•
•
•

Bird Song
Fluorescence
Identifying Organisms
Metal Detector
Spectroscope

•
•
•
•
•

Eggs
Forensic Science
Manuka Honey
Odours
Which is Gold?

•
•
•
•

Electroscope
How full is the tin?
Mass Spectrometer
Radiation Around Us II

Contexts — Technology; Devices that help us; Analysing the world.
Key School Journal References: DNA talks every time, by BENN, Ken, CN No. 2 2009 16-23, Article; Four senses,
by MCMAHON, Briar, Pt 01 No. 1 2005 Pgs 2-6, Article; Your marvellous sense of touch, by BIRCHALL, Brian, 8-9
years, Pt 01 No. 3 1994 Pgs 8-9, Article; How well does a kiwi smell? by CROWE, Andrew, 11-13 years, Pt 03 No. 1
1989 Pgs 25-29, Article; Testing the north river, by MCCABE, Elizabeth, CN No. 2 1998 Pgs 2-8, Article.

Heat — Te Wera
Exhibits in this theme address specific learning intentions relating to the following:
convection currents; effect of temperature on density; using heat; body heat; cooking in a
hangi; conduction; heat pump versus refrigerator principle; temperature receptive fabrics;
temperature changes; how a smoke alarm works; and, thermoelectricity. Exhibits include:
•
•
•
•

Colour and Heat
Frizz Whizzer
Heat Conduction
Moving Heat

•
•
•
•

Convection Currents
Hand Heat
Heat Pump
Smoke Alarms

•
•
•
•

Density Ball
Hangi
Hot and Cold Handles
Thermoelectricity

Contexts — Heat; Heat and temperature; Energy.
Key School Journal References: At the glass factory, by SOUTHGATE, Brent, 8-9 years, Pt 03 No. 3 1979 Pgs 38-45,
Article; Heat thieves, by BENN, Ken, CN No. 1 2010 28-32, Article; Investigating insulation, by HINCHCO, Selena,
CN No. 1 2010 23-27, Article; It’s snowing - again! by PYE MARRY, Jan, 8.5-9.5 years, Pt 02 No. 2 2006 13-18, Article;
Strange white world, by CARTWRIGHT, Pauline, CN No. 2 1999 Pgs 2-4, Article; Warming up, cooling down, by WALL,
Bronwen, CN No. 1 2010 2-13, Article; Cooking with biogas in India, by CROWE, Andrew, CN No. 3 1998 Pgs 6-9,
Article; Hangi, by PUHARICH, Trish, SL No. 3 1995 Pgs 2-24, Article; Making an umu, by TALAGI, Jama’l Silauana, YP
No. 1 1999 Pgs 20-21, Article; Umu, by HART, John, 8-9 years, Pt 01 No. 5 2000 Pgs 26-32, Article; Gifts from the sun,
by O’BRIEN, John, 8-9 years, Pt 02 No. 3 1995 Pgs 13-15, Article; A long glide north, by THOMSON, Jane, 9.5-10.5
years, Pt 04 No. 1 1981 Pgs 30-40, Article; Global warming - a new battle for Kiribati, by MACGREGOR, Jill, 11-13 years,
Pt 04 No. 1 2002 Pgs 24-27, Article; The greenhouse effect - just hot air?, by MITCHELL, Linda, 10-12 years, Pt 03 No. 1
1994 Pgs 56-64, Article; Keeping houses warm or cool, by DERRICK, Katharine, CN No. 1 2010 18-22, Article; Power for
Pukapuka, by GOODWIN, Maureen, CN No. 1 2000 Pgs 4-6, Article.

Communication — Te Tauwhakawhitiwhiti
Exhibits in this theme address specific learning intentions relating to the following: acoustic
communication; telephone technology; light beams as a means of communication; Braille;
cell towers and mobile phones; fibre optics; microwaves; materials used in communication
technology; electromagnetic waves; control technologies; data retrieval; messaging; and,
transmission. Exhibits include:
•
•
•
•

Beaming Sound
Fibre Optics
Product Packing
Time Division Multiplex

•
•
•
•

Braille
• Cell Towers
Microwaves
• Mineral Phone
Reflectors Spreading Light • RFID Tags
Voice Delay

Contexts — Communications; Technology.
Key School Journal References: A Cinter Netta search, by WHITE, Kathy, CN No. 2 2004 Pgs 2-8 Story; Communication
breakdown by WERRY, Philippa, 9.5-10.5 years, Pt 02 No. 4 2009 27-31 Play; The computer and Anna Jenkins, by CARIAN,
David, Pt 03 No. 3 1998 Pgs 2-3 Poem; Copycat by MCALPINE, Alistair, 9.5-10.5 years, Pt 04 No. 3 1995 Pgs 22-27 Story;
Cosmic message, by BAGNALL, Alan, Pt 02 No. 4 1998 Pgs 22-23 Poem; Dancing bees, by BRADLEY, Lynette, < 8 years, JJ
No. 36 2007 12-19 Article; Fun with morse code shorthand, by BEALE, Fleur, 12-14 years, Pt 04 No. 3 2001 Pgs 18-19, Article;
The mail run, by ROGERS, Jack, 10-12 years, Pt 04 No. 3 1993 Pgs 21-28 Article; Mini messages, by WERRY, Philippa, 8-9
years, Pt 02 No. 2 2001 Pgs 14-20, Story; My hobby – Braille, by WARNOCK, Hope, 9-10 years, Pt 01 No. 2 1986 Pgs 12-14,
Article; Pigeon post, by SOUTHGATE, Brent, 8.5-9.5 years, Pt 01 No. 2 1982 Pgs 22-23 Article; Postcards in space, by HILL,
David, 10-12 years, Pt 03 No. 3 2000 Pgs 12-14, Article; Sign it!, Pt 02 No. 2 2002 Pgs 12-13, Article; A silent world, by UTAI,
Benjamin ROSE, Jeremy, 9.5-10.5 years, Pt 02 No. 2 2002 Pgs 8-11, Article; Stepping out, by HILL, David, 8.5-9.5 years, Pt 02
No. 3 2006 20-25, Story; When Great-grandpa used the telephone, 9.5-10.5 years, Pt 01 No. 2 1979 Pgs 30-31, Article.

© 2011 The National Science-Technology Roadshow Trust. Prepared by Peter E. Smith, Educational Solutions Ltd.		
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Levers, Gears and Inclined Planes — Ngā Hua, Ngā Niho, me Ngā Papa Rōnaki
Exhibits in this theme address specific learning intentions relating to the following:
augers; centre of mass; chain hoists; gears used in bicycles, hoists and clocks; ramps and
inclined planes; first, second and third order levers; leverage; rack and pinion gears; and,
technology incorporating these simple devices.
• Awesome Augers
• Cycle Gear Change
• Screws

• Chain Hoist
• Clocks and Gears
• Friction Alleys
• Levers (1st, 2nd and 3rd order)
• Steering Wheels and Brakes •Zipper

The big questions
Each exhibit theme cluster, such as Heat, has associated with
it a large banner with two ‘Big Questions’, questions A and B.
The aim of these questions is to focus the students’ attention
on key ideas associated with that theme. After the first
demonstration, Presenters will draw the students’ attention
to these and then they will be discussed before the second
show. The 2011 Big Questions are as follows:

Contexts — Machines; Mechanical devices; Making life easier; Forces and motion.

Detection

Key School Journal References: Phil’s machines, by KELLY, Lindy, 9-10 years, Pt 01 No. 2 2008 20-25, Article;
Wild wheels, by CAHILL, Margaret, JJ No. 26 2002 Pgs 28-32 Article; Here goes! by TRAFFORD, Jan, 8.5-9.5 years,
Pt 01 No. 5 1999 Pgs 22-27, Article.

A. What are some methods we can use to tell the difference
between various things? (Exhibits show wide range of
examples like - use of senses, dichotomous keys, isotopes,
spectroscope, density...)
B. Is it really that important to be able to tell the
difference between closely related items? (This is an
open ended question requiring students to consider the
implications to their food supply, value for money, through
to criminal detective work. Its the removal of all doubt and
assuredness.)

Sound — Te Oro
Exhibits in this theme address specific learning intentions relating to the following: Sound
generation and detection; resonating tube length affects pitch; magnifying and collecting
sound; harmonics and vibration patterns; musical instruments; voice patterns; sound waves;
sonar; standing waves; synthesised sounds; and, reflected sound. Exhibits include:
•
•
•
•
•

Acoustic Discs
Chladni Plates
Light Organ
Sound Reflector
Theremin

•
•
•
•

Beat out the Tune
Echo Tube
See Your Own Voice
Sound the Alarm

•
•
•
•

Big Ear
Floor Piano
Sonar
Standing Wave

Contexts – Sound; Energy; Hearing; Our senses; Musical instruments and music.
Key School Journal References: Amazing sound, by ANDERSON, K.E., CN No. 2 1998 Pgs 26-28, Article; Boom
laka laka, by ANDERSON, K. E., 9-10 years, Pt 02 No. 4 1996 Pgs 2-4, Story; Insect noises, by ORDISH, R. G., 10-12
years, Pt 02 No. 3 1980 Pgs 2-5, Article; Making a sound, by KEMP, Bev, CN No. 2 1998 Pg 32, Poem; Sounds in
space, by O’BRIEN, John, CN No. 2 1998 Pgs 29-31, Article; The trumpet, by BONALLACK, John, 11-13 years, Pt
03 No. 3 1983 Pgs 26-31, Article; Listening through your teeth, by GLENSOR, Patricia, 9.5-10.5 years, Pt 02 No. 4
1996 Pgs 6-8, Article; Make a bottle organ, by BONALLACK, John, 10-12 years, Pt 03 No. 2 1985 Pg 29, Article;
Make a purerehua, by KAA, Oho, 8.5-9.5 years, Pt 01 No. 1 2001 Pgs 11-13, Article; Make your own koauau, by
NUNNS, Richard, 11-13 years, Pt 04 No. 2 1997 Pgs 11-14, Article; Musical cake tins, 9-10 years, Pt 02 No. 4 1996
Pgs 11-13, Article; Taonga puoro, by TEMARA, Tamahou, 9-10 years, Pt 02 No. 2 2009 10-14, Article.

Quirky Curiosities — Ngā Mea Rerekē

Bernoulli Circuit
Mobius Crazy Race Track
Reflections Clock
String Ray
Vanishing Leprechauns

•
•
•
•
•

Bob-Bing Fishes
Pepper’s Ghost
Science of Milk
Tricked?
Zoetrope I

A. List three ways heat energy can be transferred.
(Conduction, convection and radiation.)
B. Is the heating or cooling of an object a physical or
chemical change? (Physical.)

Communication
A. What is the purpose of communication? (Transmission of
information.)
B. What are some of the different ways we can send and
receive messages? (Exhibits support mobile phone, infrared, microwaves, RFID tags, control technologies, braille and
visual signage.)

Levers, Gears and Inclined Planes

This theme focuses on the nature of science with particular emphasis on investigating
curious and quirky exhibits through careful questioning, observations and thinking.
Exhibits in this theme address specific learning intentions relating to the following:
analysing why things work; visual deception and illusions; the mobius strip; layers of
information; optic effects; use of refraction and reflection to fool the eye; puzzles and
pattern; use of magnetism and stroboscopes to fool the senses; use of rapid repetitive
motion to create the illusion of a stationary object; and, magic. Exhibits include:
•
•
•
•
•

Heat

•
•
•
•

Bubbling Liquid
Rangi and Papa
Stopped Drops
Unsinking Boats

Contexts — Logical thinking; Patterns and Puzzles; Illusions and Magic

A. List 3 everyday items that involve inclined planes. (E.g.
screws, ramps, chutes, slides, hoppers, funnels, wedge,
knife blade, scissor blades, axe head...)
B. What does mechanical advantage mean? (It is the factor
by which an applied force gets magnified when you use a
machine like a lever, inclined plane or pulley.)

Sound
A. Give an example of where reflected sound waves are
used. (Really echoes: audible and inaudible (like sonar =
SOund NAvigation and Ranging) = echo sounders. Other
ideas might include listening devices, whisper dishes,
microphones.
B. What causes sound? (Vibrations.)

Key School Journal References: Pond puzzler, by HOLTON, Derek, CN No. 2 2005 Pgs 24-25, Story; Magic
fingers, <8 years, Pt 01 No. 6 1978 Pg 19, Article; The moon illusion, by KEIR, Bill, CN No. 3 1999 Pgs 9-10,
Article; What do you see?, by BOWES, Clare, CN No. 1 1998 Pgs 12-13, Article; Magic bird in a cage, by
BUXTON, Jane, 8.5-9.5 years, Pt 02 No. 1 1993 Pgs 24-25, Article; Magic fingers, <8 years, Pt 01 No. 6 1978 Pg
19, Article; Magic rings, 8-9 years, Pt 03 No. 4 1978 Pg 16, Article; Multiplication magic, by TU’AKOI, Feana, CN
No. 2 2000 Pgs 30-32, Article.
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Answers for pages 8–19
Communication

Challenge 2: Weight (in g) x distance from = weight (in g) x distance 		
centre (in cm)
from centre (in cm)

pages 8–9

Information overload!
Information Transfer

Scytale codes

Challenge 1: Wrap the paper strip around a similar piece of wood as
was used to create the code. Read across the flat faces of the wood
to decode the message.
Challenge 2: Capitalisation, full stops and spaces give clues to the
code. Creases in the paper tell the enemy what diameter of wood
was used.
Challenge 3: Answers will vary. Examples might include skipping
letters, writing the original words in reverse, etc.

Detection

pages 10–11

3. Smell		

2. Touch

4. Taste

Challenge 3: Another option
is to have a known weight at
a set distance on one side of
the balance. Move the unknown
weight along the other side till
it balances. Then use the formula:
unknown weight =
				

Quirky Puzzles

Be a detective!
1. Heard

One option is as follows: Take the
object of unknown weight and
position it so it balances. Now read
off it’s weight from the scale.

known weight x distance to centre
distance of unknown weight to centre

pages 16–17

Pay attention!

5. Watch

Detection in the home

1. falling
temperature

5. jumbo jet

10. tricycle

6. space ship

11. count down

2. flat tyre

7. thunder storm

Device

Where found

What it detects

Purpose

3. identical twins

12. lap top
computer

Thermostat

Oven, fridge

Temperature

Turns device on and
off to keep a steady
temperature

8. heat wave

4. high
frequency

9. neon lights

13. high tide

Movement sensor

Outside light

Infrared light
(changes in heat)

Turns light on when
hot object detected

TV aerial

On roof

Radio waves

To receive TV
reception

Power meter

In wall

Current flow

Show electricity use
for billing purposes

Smoke alarms

High on walls or on
ceilings

Smoke particles in
the air

To warn us of fire

2. Improve the illustration by: ensuring the light is even; ensuring
both sides of the window are identical; and spinning the
window at a steady rate.

Tyre gauge

In garage or car

Air pressure

Ensure tyres inflated
to the correct level

Heart monitor

Used during
exercise

Heart beats

To monitor heart
rate during exercise

3. Motorise it (e.g. using Lego) so it spins at a perfectly steady rate,
and, add a ‘rod’ that protrudes (see YouTube video clips).

Heat

1. Rotating. It appears to be oscillating back and forth (i.e. it
appears to spin 180 degrees then reverse and spin 180 degrees
back the way it came).

Sound

pages 18–19

A sound decision

pages 12–13

Heat pyramid
F, of oft, fort, frost, softer, defrost.
1. Of

Ames window

2. Frost

Microclimate

1. The climate in a tiny part of the environment.
2. Whether facing north or south, whether in sun or shade,
whether sheltered or exposed to wind.
3. By the north side of a fence or wall. On the south side of a fence
or building.

Across
1.
3.
4.
5.
7.
8.
9.

pitch
sonar
music
vibration
noise
energy
speed

11.
13.
16.
18.
19.
20.

decibels
reflection
vocal
singing
drum
sound

Down
2.
6.
8.
10.
12.

instrument
notes
echolocation
waves
ears

14.
15.
17.
19.
21.

volume
frequency
acoustics
deafness
microphone

Crystal harmonics

4. It creates higher temperatures.

Challenge 1: Yes. The sound is made by the vibrating glass. No, an
ordinary glass or a jar don’t work very well. The glass is too thick and
not as evenly thin as the crystal.

5. To see whether the differences in the microclimate
temperatures were caused by the sun or not.

Challenge 2: The notes sound similar, but are different in ‘tone’
or ‘timbre’.

Levers, Gears and Inclined Planes

pages 14–15

Ramp it up!
Distance, motor, load, screw, work.
Inclined plane.

Weighing with levers

Challenge 1: The 100 g container needs to be positioned on
the other side about 50 cm from the centre of the balance.

© 2011 The National Science-Technology Roadshow Trust. Prepared by Peter E. Smith, Educational Solutions Ltd.		
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SCIENCE VOCABULARY PUZZLE

Communication

Information overload!
A cryptogram is a puzzle that matches
number codes with letters. If you work out
which number matches the correct letters
you will then be able to fill in the rest of the
cryptogram and find out what the missing
words are.

12

15

13

3

4

8

One of the words is given to help you
start and there are two more clues in the
mystery sentence below. Find out another
word for communication by completing
the mystery sentence.

8

2

1

15

A

3

7

N

5

11

G

12

5

U

3

15

A

8

11

5

12

13

9

12

1

L

10

14

9

1

10

5

9

3

8

15

3

3

4

2

7

4

9

9

14

7

G
9

E

8

9

16

4

L
1

U
2

3

4

5

N
6

E

7

8

G

9

A

10 11 12 13 14 15 16

Mystery sentence
Another name for communication is i
3

8

o
7

6

2

14 10 15

4

3

2

7

4

14 15

7

12 6

9

14

.
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CHALLENGE

Communication

Scytale codes
Challenge 1
Creating the code
Unwrap the paper strip. Without
knowing how it was made, could
you read the message?

By unravelling the message
you have changed plain text
into ciphertext (the code on the
paper strip).
Plain text

ciphertext

Reading the code
If the ciphertext message could
now be safely carried to your
army, how would they read it?
Try it out.

Setting the scene

ciphertext

Imagine you were an ancient Greek
war general and you had to get
secret messages out to your army.
If your messages were captured,
how would you prevent them from
being read by the enemy?

Making a scytale code
Wrap a strip of paper around the
1.5 x 1.5 x 25 cm piece of wood,
as below.

plain text

Challenge 2
Making the ciphertext code
more difficult to read
Your first ciphertext code above has some
real weaknesses. Can you list some?
Use different ways of writing the original
code to make ciphertext that is more
difficult to crack. How did you do this?

Write a message on the paper, such
as “We have lost the battle. Meet us
at the cross roads as agreed.”

Challenge 3
Making the code even harder to crack
Use different scytale shapes (the pencil and/or the round dowel)
to make codes that are even more difficult to crack.

Key School Journal References:
Cosmic message, by BAGNALL, Alan, Pt 02 No. 4 1998 Pgs
22-23 Poem; Dancing bees, by BRADLEY, Lynette, < 8 years,
JJ No. 36 2007 12-19 Article; Fun with morse code shorthand,
by BEALE, Fleur, 12-14 years, Pt 04 No. 3 2001 Pgs 18-19,
Article; My hobby – Braille, by WARNOCK, Hope, 9-10 years,
Pt 01 No. 2 1986 Pgs 12-14, Article; Postcards in space, by
HILL, David, 10-12 years, Pt 03 No. 3 2000 Pgs 12-14, Article.

© 2011 The National Science-Technology Roadshow Trust. Prepared by Peter E. Smith, Educational Solutions Ltd.		

Combine these methods with those
you developed in Challenge 2.
Describe what you did.

9

SCIENCE VOCABULARY PUZZLE

Detection

Be a detective!
Cover one entire oval spoke of the
magnifying glass to discover what you can
use to be a successful detective on the case!

C

Mystery words — Find an unjumbled
five letter word on each circle.

S

Note there is only one spoke that
works in solving this puzzle.

L

1.
2.

T

A

T

E

S

M

T
H

C

R
D

A

H
U
E

3.

T

4.

W

E
1

O

T

S

2

L

A

3

A

N

H

T

4
5

5.

Extension
Find out the meaning of ‘detect’. Use it in a sentence.
Now list it’s derivatives (you may need to research
them in a dictionary or on the internet). Write three
different sentences using different derivatives.

10
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Detection

PRACTICAL ACTIVITY

Detection in the home
Aim
To find out about detection devices that are found in the home and how
these work.

Key Ideas
Remote detection, monitoring technology, regulating and controlling our
environment.

What to do
One definition of a detection device is “an instrument that automatically
reads information about the environment”. The environment could be
natural or artificial, for example, a thermometer tells the temperature and
an infrared detector picks up infrared light rays from a TV remote.
1. The average home has many detection devices. Your task is firstly to
find and list as many as you can. Use a table like the one below.
A thermometer, a simple detection device.

2. Find out what it actually detects, and finally write its purpose into
the table.
Device

Where found

What it detects

Purpose


An infrared detector picks up infrared rays from a TV remote.

Task
1. Select one of the devices to investigate further.
2. Draw and label a diagram of its parts and in a paragraph explain how
it works. (Research on the internet to find how it works.)
3. Make up a small paper and cardboard model to show key aspects of
how the detection device works.

Key Resources From Learning Media:
Building Science Concepts Book 11 Seeing Colours, Book 10
Light and Colour, Book 48 Fabrics, Book 49 Invisible Forces,
Book 57 Eggs.

© 2011 The National Science-Technology Roadshow Trust. Prepared by Peter E. Smith, Educational Solutions Ltd.		
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SCIENCE VOCABULARY PUZZLE

Heat

Heat pyramid
Start at the top of the pyramid, working
your way down. Create a word by adding a
letter in the first empty box. For example,
you might create ‘of’ or ‘if’ in the second
layer. Carry all the letters you have used in
that layer down to the next layer, re-arrange
them, then add a new letter to create a
brand new word. Repeat the process to
complete the pyramid. Each layer must
contain a real word. Finally, use the words
you have created in the second and fifth
layers to complete the sentence below.

F
F
F
F

F
F
D

E

F

R

O

S

When you lower the temperature below freezing the withdrawal

T

F heat can result in water

vapour in the atmosphere going directly into it’s solid state (ice) without first passing through
it’s liquid state (water). The end result is F

.

Extension
Explain the meaning of the following uses of the word ‘heat’.
1. If you can’t stand the heat get out of the kitchen.
2. Business will heat up towards the end of the year.
3. The boss put some heat on Jason and things are 		
moving faster now.

12
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Heat

PRACTICAL ACTIVITY

Microclimate
Aim
To investigate the effect of the sun on heating up little parts of the
environment (microclimates).

Key Ideas
Heat, temperature, sun, infrared radiation, the sun’s energy, greenhouse
effect, shade.

What to do
For this activity you will need to measure air temperature at about grass
level above the ground.

Sunny Day
Location

Average Temperature

Middle of playing field
North of wooden fence

Overcast Day
Location

Average Temperature

1. On a fully sunny day, say at about 1–3pm in the afternoon, measure the
air temperature at grass level in the following places: a. in the middle of
a playing field, b. within 10 cm of a solid north-facing wooden fence, c.
within 10 cm of a north-facing concrete block wall d. under a glass jar
that has been left in the sun in the middle of a playing field for an hour
e. on the shady side and within 10 cm of a wooden fence, and, f. on the
shady side within 10 cm of a building. Record in a table like the one at
top left.
2. Repeat the same measurements as 1. above on a fully overcast
day. Record.
3. Share your recordings with other groups and work out the averages.
Place these in the table.

Questions
1. What is a microclimate?
2. List the key features of the microclimates you took measurements in.

Key Resources From Learning Media:
Building Science Concepts Book 14 Making Porridge, Book
29 Solar Energy, Book 36 Heat on the move, Book 46 Keeping
warm, Book 47 Insulation, Book 58 Ice, Book 64 Candles.

3. What types of positions would be best for dry and warm-loving plants
like cacti to grow in? Which places would be best for cool and damploving plants like ferns?
4. What effect does a glasshouse (or jar) have on temperature?
5. What was the purpose of doing the measurements on an overcast day?

Key School Journal References:
Warming up, cooling down, by WALL, Bronwen, CN No.
1 2010 2-13, Article; Gifts from the sun, by O’BRIEN, John,
8-9 years, Pt 02 No. 3 1995 Pgs 13-15, Article; It’s snowing
- again! by PYE MARRY, Jan, 8.5-9.5 years, Pt 02 No. 2
2006 13-18, Article; Strange white world, by CARTWRIGHT,
Pauline, CN No. 2 1999 Pgs 2-4, Article.

© 2011 The National Science-Technology Roadshow Trust. Prepared by Peter E. Smith, Educational Solutions Ltd.		
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SCIENCE VOCABULARY PUZZLE

Levers, Gears and Inclined Planes

Ramp it up!
E
S
I
M
P
L
E
M
A
C
H
I
N
E
L
D
S
N
L

C
C
F
A
E
M
O
T
O
R
S
Y
N
I
R
A
E
G

N
R
S
E
D
V
M
R
W
C
L
E
F
M
V
O
L

A
E
H
T
E
E
T
S
A
L
I
T
E
T
O
L

Find 26 hidden words in the grid below.
Twenty of the words are given below.
Can you find five extra mystery words?
The words can be found diagonally,
vertically and horizontally, and some
words are reversed. Work across the
coloured squares from left to right to
discover another simple machine.

L
W
I
M
U
R
C
L
U
F
R
I
O
K
S

A
R
E
W
O
P
E
P
R
O
T
A
T
E

Word list
B
N
G
N
K
S
P
I
N
R
A
M
P

T
R
O
F
F
E
C
L
O
C
S
Y

An						

I
N
V
E
N
T
I
O
N
E
D

Balance, cam, cog, clock, effort, force,
friction, fulcrum, gear, invention, lever, lift,
motion, movement, pully, power, ramp,
rotate, scales, scissors, simple machine,
speed, spin, teeth, tool, wheel.

F
P
S
C
I
S
S
O
R
S

P
K
C
O
L
C
A
O
U

E
C
N
A
T
S
I
D

G
W
O
R
K
C
E

A
C
I
A
N
E

M
M
T
D
P

E
V F
O S T
S M E S

is a simple machine

Extension
Most words originated hundreds of years ago. Choose three of
the words in the word find above and research into when and
how they were first used.

14

Mystery words

with a flat surface whose end points are at different heights.
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Levers, Gears and Inclined Planes

CHALLENGE

Weighing with levers
Challenge 1
Making the weights
Put sand into the five
containers so that with
lids on, they weigh exactly
500 g, 400 g, 300 g, 200 g
and 100 g.

Making it balance
Setting the scene
Levers have long been used
in weighing devices.
In this set of challenges you will
use a simple lever system to set
up and understand how a balance
works, and how it can be used to
weigh objects of unknown weight.

Slip the 500 g container
onto the first mark (nearest
the centre) looping the
container’s string around
the dowel twice so it doesn’t
slip. Now, where must you
place the 100 g container in
order to balance it?

Setting up

Challenge 2

Find the exact centre of the
dowel by balancing it on a pencil
or similar object. Mark the
centre point.
dowel

Try different combinations of weights to
find different ways of making them balance.
Now, create a rule to show how to position
different weights so that they always
balance. (Hint: The rule needs to consider
the weight and its position on one side,
compared with the weight and its position
on the other side.)

mark centre point
pencil

Make a mark every 10 cm from
this centre point. Finally hang the
dowel from a 1 m length of string
so that it balances horizontally as
follows. This is your ‘balance’.

string
dowel

Challenge 3
How can you use your balance to
weigh objects of unknown weight?
(Hint: One option is to calibrate it
first with a set of known weights.)

Key resources from Learning Media:
Building Science Concepts Book 54 Windmills and water
wheels, Book 59 Bikes.

© 2011 The National Science-Technology Roadshow Trust. Prepared by Peter E. Smith, Educational Solutions Ltd.		
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SCIENCE VOCABULARY PUZZLE

Quirky Curiosities

Pay attention!
These picture tiles will
make you think! Solve the
problems with your brain
by using the word picture
details to work out the
mystery words. The first
one is done for you.

TEMP
ERA
TURE

TWINS
TWINS

1. falling temperature

2.

3.

FREQUENCY

STORM
TH

SHIP
4.

6.

5.

HEAT H

E
8.

9.

11.

Extension

COMPUTER

16

10.

TIDE

LAP

12 .

C
O
U
N
T

CYCLE
CYCLE
CYCLE

KNEE
LIGHTS

AT
HEAT

7.

Find out the meaning of ‘enigma’.
How and when did it originate?
Use it in a sentence that relates to
this activity.

13.
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Quirky Curiosities

PRACTICAL ACTIVITY

Ames window
Aim
To create a three-dimensional optical illusion.

Key Ideas
Perspective, three-dimensions, rotation, illusions.

What to do
1. Use the image to the left
as your template.
2. Sellotape this on top of
your cardboard, then
use a craft knife to cut
along the lines to create
a ‘window’.
3. Push the pointed end of
the kebab stick into your
window in the position
shown to the right.
4. Holding it at arms length
and closing one eye,
steadily spin the window
with your fingers and
watch as instead of
spinning, it appears to
do something else.
5. Take steps to improve
the illusion.
Template for making an Ames window.

Questions
1. What is the window actually doing when you spin it in your fingers?
What does it appear to be doing?
2. How did you improve on your illusion?
3. Look at video clips of Ames window, e.g. on YouTube. By what other
means can you ‘improve’ on the effect? Try it out.

Key School Journal References:
Magic fingers, <8 years, Pt 01 No. 6 1978 Pg 19, Article; The
moon illusion, by KEIR, Bill, CN No. 3 1999 Pgs 9-10, Article;
What do you see?, by BOWES, Clare, CN No. 1 1998 Pgs 1213, Article; Magic bird in a cage, by BUXTON, Jane, 8.5-9.5
years, Pt 02 No. 1 1993 Pgs 24-25, Article; Magic fingers, <8
years, Pt 01 No. 6 1978 Pg 19, Article; Magic rings, 8-9 years,
Pt 03 No. 4 1978 Pg 16, Article.

© 2011 The National Science-Technology Roadshow Trust. Prepared by Peter E. Smith, Educational Solutions Ltd.		
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SCIENCE VOCABULARY PUZZLE

Sound

A sound decision
Use the clues below to solve this
crossword about sound. Some
letters have been given as clues.

9

12
21

17
13

1

15

2

3

6

10

18
8
4

7
19

14

16

5

H
A
R
M
O
N
Y

20
11

Across

Down

1.
3.
4.
5.
7.
8.
9.
11.
13.
16.
18.
19.
20.

2. A device to make musical sounds e.g. a trumpet.
6.		
are played on 2 down to make 4 across.
8. Bats use this to find things.
10. Sound travels via
.
12. Attached to the sides of your head.
14. Turn the
down!
15. The number of sound waves per second.
17. The scientific study of sound.
19. Unable to hear.
21. Converts sound into electrical energy, used for 18 across.

The high or low differences between sounds.
This device uses the reflection of sound waves to find things.
A sequence of sounds to make a melody is called
.
The 		
of objects help create clue 8 across.
Loud and disruptive sound, rhymes with toys.
Sound
.
The
of sound can be measured in km/hr.
Unit used to measure sound.
An echo is a
of sound off a solid object.
Air from your lungs make your
cords vibrate to make sounds.
Nice sounds made with your voice. Can go with 4 across.
Found inside 12 down, your ear
.
Anything that can be heard.

Extension
The word ‘sound’ has many meanings (as a noun,
verb or adjective). Find three distinctly different
meanings and use each of them in a different
sentence to show these differences.

18
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CHALLENGE

Sound

Crystal harmonics
Challenge 1
Make a sound
Place a crystal glass containing
some water on a hard flat
surface and hold its base down
firmly with one hand. Dip your
middle finger in some water
and rub it gently around the
top rim of the glass, applying
a slight but even pressure. Can
you get a nice clean note? What
makes the sound? Can you do
the same thing with an ordinary
drinking glass or jar? Why is it
more difficult?

Setting the scene
Musical instruments come in
all shapes and sizes. But one
thing they all have in common
is that they vibrate. Also, most
have hollow parts to improve
their sound.
In this challenge you will try to
make crystal glasses vibrate and
‘sing’, then, use them to play a
simple tune.

Challenge 2
Tune the set of eight glasses
Add water to the glasses in order to
tune the whole set of eight to the C
scale. Do this by comparing the notes
with a musical instrument. How is the
sound they make different to that made
by a musical instrument?

Key resources from Learning Media:
Building Science Concepts Book 18 Exploring Sound, Book
19 Property of Sound.
Key School Journal References:
Amazing sound, by ANDERSON, K.E., CN No. 2 1998 Pgs
26-28, Article; Boom laka laka, by ANDERSON, K. E., 9-10
years, Pt 02 No. 4 1996 Pgs 2-4, Story; The trumpet, by
BONALLACK, John, 11-13 years, Pt 03 No. 3 1983 Pgs 26-31,
Article; Listening through your teeth, by GLENSOR, Patricia,
9.5-10.5 years, Pt 02 No. 4 1996 Pgs 6-8, Article; Make a bottle
organ, by BONALLACK, John, 10-12 years, Pt 03 No. 2 1985
Pg 29, Article; Make a purerehua, by KAA, Oho, 8.5-9.5 years,
Pt 01 No. 1 2001 Pgs 11-13, Article; Make your own koauau,
by NUNNS, Richard, 11-13 years, Pt 04 No. 2 1997 Pgs 11-14,
Article; Musical cake tins, 9-10 years, Pt 02 No. 4 1996 Pgs
11-13, Article.

Challenge 3
Play a tune
Practise making clean notes,
then attempt to play a simple
tune like ‘Mary had a little
lamb’ or ‘Ode to joy’.

Note:
You can watch video clips of people playing music using crystal
glasses on YouTube.

© 2011 The National Science-Technology Roadshow Trust. Prepared by Peter E. Smith, Educational Solutions Ltd.		
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TEACHER INFO

Teacher’s guide

Demonstrations
While being exciting and entertaining, our demonstrations provide a great
opportunity to enhance student knowledge in two science areas each year. The
demonstrations for 2011 are Fire and Ice, a look at temperature and combustion and
Super Senses, focusing on the five main senses and how they work.
To assist you in preparing for your visit, we’ve developed a unit plan called Heat and
Temperature that complements the Fire and Ice show. This makes up the remainder
of the kit.
If time permits within your classroom programme, you may like to use notes from
the Super Senses show outlined below to develop your own pre- and post-visit unit
to complement that demonstration.

Fire and Ice — Te Ahi me te Tio

This demonstration covers specific learning outcomes relating to chemical
and physical change including the following:
• hot and cold
• boiling and freezing
• how things burn
• physical changes of melting and freezing
• fuels and heat sources
• the importance of oxygen in combustion
• chemical changes with combustion.

Super Senses — Ngā Tairongo Whakahirahira

This demonstration covers specific learning outcomes relating to our five main
senses, including:
• eyes and how they work
• ears and how they work
• why two ears and two eyes are better than one
• touch, including pressure, pain and heat
• smell and how it is related to taste
• tastes we can detect.

Key School Journal References:
At the glass factory, by SOUTHGATE, Brent, 8-9 years,
Pt 03 No. 3 1979 Pgs 38-45, Article; Heat thieves, by
BENN, Ken, CN No. 1 2010 28-32, Article; Investigating
insulation, by HINCHCO, Selena, CN No. 1 2010 2327, Article; It’s snowing - again! by PYE MARRY, Jan,
8.5-9.5 years, Pt 02 No. 2 2006 13-18, Article; Strange
white world, by CARTWRIGHT, Pauline, CN No. 2 1999
Pgs 2-4, Article; Warming up, cooling down, by WALL,
Bronwen, CN No. 1 2010 2-13, Article.

Key School Journal References:
Four senses, by MCMAHON, Briar, Pt 01 No. 1 2005
Pgs 2-6, Article; Your marvellous sense of touch,
by BIRCHALL, Brian, 8-9 years, Pt 01 No. 3 1994
Pgs 8-9, Article; How well does a kiwi smell?
by CROWE, Andrew, 11-13 years, Pt 03 No. 1 1989
Pgs 25-29, Article.

General Learning Outcomes relating to Demonstrations
After attending the demonstrations students will have improved:
• interest and enthusiasm
• understanding and knowledge of scientific and technological principles 		
and processes.

20
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Heat and Temperature unit

Introduction

Heat and Temperature —
Te Wera me te Pāmahana

Contexts

• Heat and temperature.
• Warming things up.
• Heat energy.

Answers to activity sheets (pages 25–29)
Dropping pins
1. They dropped, in order, first from nearest the flame, to furtherest from the
flame.
2. Heat energy moves away from the heat source. Conduction.
3. Yes.
4. Answers will vary, depending on the available materials, e.g. copper will
conduct faster than steel.
5. Heating a pot on a stove; your feet getting cold on a tile floor; a freestanding log fire becomes hot to touch.

Unit Aim
Firstly to investigate heat and how it behaves. Secondly, to
understand temperature as a measure of the speed of movement
of particles.

Achievement Objectives (Learning Intentions) and
Levels

Tea leaf convection currents
1. A — upwards; B — across to the right; C — downwards;
D — across to the left. It is heating at A and cooling at C.
2. Convection currents
3. When water is heated up its particles move faster and
take up more space (becoming less dense), so it rises;
when it cools the particles move more slowly so they
take up less space (becoming more dense), so it sinks.

This unit targets Level 4 learning intentions of The Physical World
in The Science Curriculum (but most activities are easily adapted to
Levels 3 and 5) as follows:
‘Explore, describe, and represent patterns and trends for everyday
examples of physical phenomena, such as movement, forces,
electricity and magnetism, light, sound, waves and heat.’

Key Science concepts — heat and temperature
to another because of a temperature difference. Energy
transferred by heat flows from an area of higher temperature
to an area of lower temperature.
2. Heat energy can be transferred by conduction, convection
or by radiation.
3. Insulation and insulators indirectly slow heat transfer.
4. Temperature is a measure of how fast particles (atoms and
molecules) are moving. It is measured using a thermometer.
5. Higher temperatures exist when particles are moving
quickly. As a result, the particles take up more space, causing
expansion. The opposite occurs at lower temperatures.

After completion of this unit children will be better at
explaining and describing:
heat
conduction, convection, radiation
temperature
heating and cooling
how insulation works
how thermometers work.

Timing

• Specific Learning Intentions: 8 to 10 hours in class.
• Fonterra Science Roadshow visit: 80 minutes plus travelling time.

Assessment

• Pre-assessment—Mind mapping exercise explained on page 30.
• Post-assessment—Repeat of mind mapping exercise explained
on page 30.

B
A

D

C

Cooking spuds using the sun
1. Usually near the bottom centre of the bowl.
2. It is hottest at this point because the sun’s rays are
focused into this point (see right)
3. The potato in the bowl. Because the sun’s rays were
collected over a large area and concentrated (focused)
where the potato sat. The temperatures found will
vary, but the potato in the bowl will be much hotter
than the one outside.
4. As (radiant energy) waves.
5. Energy of vibration of the molecules making up the potato. (This is thermal
energy, commonly known as ‘heat’.)

1. Heat is the transfer of thermal energy from one place

•
•
•
•
•
•

SCIENCE UNIT PLAN

Make a thermometer
1. To cool the bottle, thereby causing the air in the flask to contract. (When the
air later expanded it resulted in the water level in the tube rising to a level
suitable to read.)
2. The water level in the tube rises. The water level in the tube falls.
3. When the bottle heats up, the air inside expands, forcing outwards in all
directions, including downwards on the water. This forces the water in the
tube upwards. When the flask cools down, the opposite occurs.
4. Disadvantages: It is cumbersome to move around; air pressure will affect the
water level (as the tube is open at the top), and, the water level inside the tube
can change due to evaporation of the water.
Extension
2. Freezing 0°C, 32°F
		 Boiling 100°C, 212°F
		 Celsius scale is used in NZ and Australia; Fahrenheit scale is used in the USA.
Approximate conversion: Take temp. in °C, add 15, then multiply by 2 to get °F
value. e.g. 10°C + 15 = 25, 25 x 2 = 50°F.

Expanding metals

© 2011 The National Science-Technology Roadshow Trust. Prepared by Peter E. Smith, Educational Solutions Ltd.		

1. So that it would only move (due to expansion) at the other end where the
pointer was.
2. The rod expanded, becoming longer. As it became longer it caused the
knitting needle roller to rotate resulting in the pointer’s movement.
3. It contracted, thus becoming shorter, so the pointer moved the opposite way.
4. Expansion of steel, concrete, etc. can cause parts of the structures to buckle in
hot weather. This is overcome by leaving expansion gaps (like between railway
tracks), sliding joints and ‘rubber-like’ joints to accommodate movement.
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SCIENCE UNIT PLAN

Heat and Temperature unit

Specific learning intentions and activities
Specific Learning
Intentions

Learning Activities

1. Understand that heat is thermal
energy that is on the move.

Introduce the unit by discussing the heat given off by an oil core heater
or a radiator (water core type), or a heat lamp. How can you become
warm from one of these heaters? (Touch it = energy transfers by
conduction; put hands above it = energy transfers by convection;
and, put hands near and lower down = energy transfers by radiation.)
Use a curly paper snake to demonstrate convection currents above
the heater.
convection

conduction

radiation

Where does the energy move from and to? (From the heater which
is at a higher temperature, to surrounding objects which are at a
lower temperature.)
[Theory notes titled What is heat?]
Vocabulary: heat, heater, thermal, energy, radiator, conduction, convection, radiation,
transfer, temperature.

Fonterra Science Roadshow visit: Fire and Ice show and the exhibit theme Heat —
both reinforce ideas about heat and temperature.
2. Investigate methods of heat
energy transfer, i.e. conduction,
convection and radiation.

Conduction

Class demonstration with student participation. Hold the end of a large nail in a candle (or meths
burner) flame. How long is it before the nail is too hot to hold? Test other non-flammable objects of
similar length, e.g. brass rod, glass rod, aluminium rod. Which ones become hot quickest? In which
direction does the heat energy travel? (From the flame end towards the cooler end of the rod.)
Conduction involves heat transfer by direct contact. [Dropping pins activity sheet]

Convection

Discuss what students know about hot air, like the air and smoke above a bon fire. (Hot air rises,
carrying the tiny smoke particles up with it.) But where does the hot air go to eventually? (It ends up
cooling and dropping back down again.) This leads on to the following activity. [Tea leaf convection
currents activity sheet]
Convection currents carry heat in a cycle — up, across, down and back again. Heat is carried in a
moving fluid — a gas or a liquid.
Students research into what causes on-shore winds. When do these occur? (When the land heats up
faster than the ocean. The air immediately above the warming land rises and cool air rushes in from
the ocean to replace it. When standing on the beach facing the ocean, an on-shore breeze is thus a
cooler air mass blowing towards us.) Extend more able students by investigating off-shore breezes.
Similarly; how are thermals formed and how do eagles and glider pilots use these?

Radiation

Radiation is an indirect way that heat can be transferred from one place to another. Unlike
conduction and convection which involve moving particles, radiation consists of waves.
Discuss how the sun warms us up. Does it give off particles that hit us and heat us up? (No, it produces
radiant energy waves that can pass through space. These are not heat as such, but when they hit
objects like air particles and us, they excite the particles, making them move faster, meaning the
objects become hotter.) [Cooking spuds using the sun activity sheet]
[Theory notes titled Conduction, convection and radiation.]
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Specific Learning
Intentions

Learning Activities

3. Understand that insulation is
any material that slows down
heat loss.

Discuss what the students know about insulation and where it is used,
e.g. ceiling batts, a tea cosy, our clothes, window double glazing,
carpet, etc. Conduct an investigation into which insulation keeps a
bottle of hot water warm for the longest. Set up four or five identical
bottles each covered in different insulation, leaving one without
insulation as your control. Measure each of their temperatures every
10 minutes for an hour.

Understand that an insulator
is any material that reduces
movement of heat. A conductor
is a material that readily
transfers heat.

Discussion: Where do we use heat insulators (in contrast with electrical
insulators)? (Examples: Wooden or plastic cooking pot handles to
prevent us being burnt, and tiles to prevent hot items from damaging
a bench). Where do we use conductors? (Example: the copper bottom
of a cooking pot, metal radiator heaters, etc.)
Vocabulary: non-flammable, brass, glass, aluminium, transfer,
contact, particles, convection currents, cycle, fluid, liquid, gas,
on-shore winds, off-shore winds, thermals, waves, radiant energy,
insulation, insulator, conductor.
[Theory notes titled Insulators and conductors of heat]

4. Understand that temperatures
is a measure of how fast
particles are moving.

Examples of bottles wrapped in
different insulation.

Discussion: What is temperature: (A simple answer: It is how hot or cold something is. In reality, this is a
result of how fast the particles — atoms and molecules within the substance — are moving.)
Class demonstration: Fill two identical jars with water — one hot and one cold. At the same moment, drop
3–4 crystals of condy’s crystals (potassium permanganate, KMnO4) into the middle of each. Periodically
over the next hour watch how the colour disperses. Discuss why it disperses so much faster in hot water.
(In hot water particles are moving much faster. As they bounce around they collide with and ‘break off’
tiny bits of condy’s crystals, causing the colour to spread.) [Make a thermometer activity sheet]

Research projects:

1. Students to find out about different types of thermometers and how/why they are used. Examples
include: clinical thermometers, maximum-minimum thermometers, thermocouples, thermistors, wetbulb thermometers, liquid crystal, etc.
2. What are cold and warm-blooded animals? Explain the benefit and problems with each system of
temperature regulation.
3. Find out about ‘wind chill’. Demonstrate the effect of wet clothes and wind on body temperature by
wrapping the bulb of a thermometer in wet cotton wool. Spin it around at arm’s length for 3 minutes
and compare its reading with the temperature of the air (using just the dry thermometer).
Vocabulary: particles, atoms, molecules, condy’s crystals, potassium permanganate, disperse, collide,
collisions, clinical, thermocouples, thermistors, wet-bulb thermometers, liquid crystal, cold-blooded,
warm-blooded.
5. Show how heating of objects
makes them expand, that is,
lengthen or take up more
space.

Class Demonstration: Using chalk draw a 2 m x 2 m square on the floor. Get as many children as possible
to stand within the square. Firstly, get them to stand still. Pretend they are the particles in a cold solid
substance. Get them to jiggle a small amount. What happens? (They have trouble staying inside the
square.) Now get them to jiggle a lot and move their arms around. What happens? They spill out of the
square — representing expansion of a substance due to heating (which makes the particles move faster).
Expansion results in objects taking up more space, that is, they become wider, taller and longer. (Therefore
their volume increases.)
Vocabulary: expansion, contraction, volume.
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SCIENCE UNIT PLAN

Heat and Temperature unit

Theory notes — Heat and Temperature
What is heat?

Substances that allow heat to flow from one place to another are called
conductors of heat.

Heat is the energy that passes from a high temperature object
to a lower-temperature object.

Examples
Soldering iron

Copper head transfers
heat quickly.

Conduction, convection and radiation

Heat energy can be transferred (moved) from one place to another by:

Frying pan

Conduction — one hot object touching a cooler object
Convection — movement of hot gas or liquid from one place to another

Copper bottom allows
pan to heat up quickly.

Radiation — heat energy changes into heat radiation waves; when
these hit an object they heat it up.

Temperature

This measures how fast particles making up a substance are moving.

low temperature

high temperature

When the alcohol (or mercury) in a thermometer heats up, it expands
and rises up the tube, showing us an increase in temperature.

Insulators and conductors of heat

Substances that stop heat flowing from one place to another are
called insulators.
Examples
Cooking pot

Handle is an insulator
so we don’t get burnt.

Fibre glass insulation
low temperature

Oven mitt and also
woollen mittens

Thick cloth prevents
heat getting through.
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high temperature

Thick and puffy fibres
insulate by trapping
pockets of still air.
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Heat and Temperature unit

ACTIVITY SHEET

Dropping pins
Aim
To find out the direction of heat movement through a metal object.

Key Ideas
Conduction, energy transfer by heat, vibration of particles.

What to do
1. Using a drop of hot wax from a candle, stick the flat side of a drawing
pin near to one end of the steel rod. Repeat, attaching drawing pins
at 5 cm intervals all the way along the rod, but leaving a clear area of
about 5–8 cm at one end, like this.
5-8 cm

Results
Times till drawing pins drop
Closest to flame
Pin 1

Pin 2

5 cm

Furthermost from flame
Pin 3

Pin 4

Pin 5

5 cm

Pin 6

Steel
rod
Brass
rod
Glass
rod

2. Position the rod with drawing pins attached horizontally into
a retort stand.
3. Begin heating the clear end of the rod with a meths burner and
immediately start timing.
4. Record the time when each of the drawing pins drops.
(Make a results table like the one to the left.)
5. Repeat 1–4 above using each of the rods made from
different materials.

Questions
1. In what order did the drawing pins fall off?
Key Resources From Learning Media:
Building Science Concepts Book 14 Making Porridge, Book
36 Heat on the Move, Book 46 Keeping Warm.
Key School Journal References:
Warming up, cooling down, by WALL, Bronwen, CN No. 1
2010 2-13, Article; Investigating insulation, by HINCHCO,
Selena, CN No. 1 2010 23-27, Article.

2. What does this tell us about the movement of heat through the rod?
What is this movement of heat called?
3. Did a similar thing happen with the rods made from
different materials?
4. Through which material does heat move the quickest?
5. Give some everyday examples of where conduction occurs.
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ACTIVITY SHEET

Heat and Temperature unit

Tea leaf convection currents
Aim
To create a convection current and describe the conditions that cause
it to form.

Key Ideas
Heating and cooling, convection currents, heat transfer, density.

What to do
Wear safety glasses throughout this activity.
8 cm

1. Prepare your setup as follows:
flask
cold water
tea leaves (about quarter
of a teaspoon worth)

bunsen

tripod

2. Heat the flask with a clear blue flame positioned under one side of the
flask near to the outside edge.
3. Keep heating and watch the movement of the tea leaves at the points
labelled A-B-C-D on the flask below.

B
A D C

Key Resources From Learning Media:
Building Science Concepts Book 14 Making Porridge, Book
36 Heat on the Move, Book 46 Keeping Warm.
Key School Journal References:
A long glide north, by THOMSON, Jane, 9.5-10.5 years, Pt
04 No. 1 1981 Pgs 30-40, Article; Global warming - a new
battle for Kiribati, by MACGREGOR, Jill, 11-13 years, Pt 04
No. 1 2002 Pgs 24-27, Article; The greenhouse effect - just hot
air?, by MITCHELL, Linda, 10-12 years, Pt 03 No. 1 1994 Pgs
56-64, Article.
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Questions
1. Describe the movement of the tea leaves at each of the points A, B, C,
and D. At which of these points is the water heating and cooling?
2. Draw a diagram of the flask and add arrows to show the general path
of the tea leaves. What is the name of these currents?
3. Explain what causes these currents in terms of speed of movement
of particles and how closely packed (dense) they are.
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Heat and Temperature unit

ACTIVITY SHEET

Cooking spuds using the sun
Aim
To cook a potato using the sun’s heat energy.

Key Ideas
Radiant energy, focal points, heat, energy transformations.

What to do
1. Fit the aluminium foil (shiny side up) neatly inside the bowl and
smooth it onto the sides as much as possible.
2. On a sunny summer’s day between 12 noon and 1 pm, position the
bowl so it faces directly at the sun.
3. Move the tip of your finger around inside the bowl to find the hottest
point. Confirm this is true using a thermometer.
4. Use the blu tack and tooth pick to position a potato at the hottest
point within the bowl. Position the other potato in the sun alongside
the bowl.
5. Leave both for 1 hour. (It is best to occasionally move the bowl so it
continues to face the sun.)

Extension
Now that you know how this
works, design and test a super sun
cooker that really can cook
a meal. You might consider:
•

the size of the cooker

•

the cooker’s depth

•

positioning of the food

•

tracking the sun, and more.

6. After one hour feel each potato to check how hot it is. Use the
thermometer to immediately measure the temperature of each potato
just below the skin.

THIS IS ONLY THE BEGINNING! SEE THE EXTENSION

Draw diagrams, include
measurements and write
instructions on how to make
and use your cooker.

Key Resources From Learning Media:
Building Science Concepts Book 29 Solar Energy, Book 36
Heat on the Move, Book 46 Keeping Warm.
Key School Journal References:
Power alternatives, by MEYER, Anna and DICKSON,
Andrew, CN No. 3 2010 24-29, Article; Cooking with biogas
in India, by CROWE, Andrew, 10-12 years, Pt 03 No. 2 1993
Pgs 30-33, Article.

Questions
1. When facing the sun, where was the hottest point within the bowl?
2. Explain why it was hottest at this point.
3. Which potato became hottest? Why? List both their temperatures
after one hour.
4. How did the energy from the sun travel to Earth?
5. What was the sun’s energy converted to within the potatoes?
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ACTIVITY SHEET

Heat and Temperature unit

Make a thermometer
Aim
To make a thermometer, calibrate it,
then use it to record temperatures.

Key Ideas
Temperature, heat, calibration,
expansion and contraction.

What to do
Extension
1. Make and calibrate a Galileo’s
air thermometer. Hint: Drive
some air out of the top flask
by warming it a little. When
it cools, the water rises up
the tube.

2. Find out about Celsius and
Fahrenheit scales. Compare
them. What is the freezing and
boiling point of water on each
scale? Who uses the Celsius
and Fahrenheit scales? Find out
ways of converting from one
scale to the other.

1. Pour 2–3 cm of water into the bottle, colour
it with water colouring, then place the bottle
in the fridge (or surround it with ice) for
about 5 minutes to cool it down a little.

tube
lid

blu tack

glass bottle

2. Remove from the fridge (or ice) and
immediately insert the bung so that the tube
sits in the water and the tube sits upright.
3. Wait and watch the water as it rises up
the tube. The aim is for it to settle about
15–20 cm above the level of the bung. If it
doesn’t settle at the right level, start over,
experimenting with different amounts of
initial cooling.
4. Tape a piece of cardboard behind the tube.
As the daytime temperature changes and
using the real thermometer to measure
against, create a scale on your thermometer.

15–20 cm

5. Use your thermometer to measure
temperatures, e.g. daily changes in air
temperature, shady or sunny locations, your
hands (wrapped round the bottle), etc.

Questions
1. Why did you put the bottle in the fridge?
2. What happens to the water level when things warm up? Cool down?
3. Explain how your thermometer works.

Key Resources From Learning Media:
Building Science Concepts Book 14, Making Porridge,
Book 36, Heat on the Move, Book 58 Ice.
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4. What disadvantages does your thermometer have compared with
a real thermometer?
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ACTIVITY SHEET

Heat and Temperature unit

Expanding Metals
Aim
To show expansion of a metal due to heating.

Key Ideas
Temperature, expansion, movement of particles, heat, contraction.

What to do
1. Build the following simple set-up:

pointer
steel rod
A

B
fixed point

knitting needle ‘roller’

At A the metal rod is held in place with a nail or screw driven through
a hole in the rod into the wood (or using bent over nails). The rod must
not be able to move at this point.
At B the metal rod is sitting on a knitting needle that has a pointer made
from a kebab stick hot-blued to it. Position a piece of wood behind the
pointer and mark where the tip of the pointer is on the wood.
Expansion of rod makes
knitting needle rotate,
causing pointer to move.

pointer
glue

Extension
1. Find a way of testing how
much other types of metals like
aluminium and brass expand.
How can you perform a fair test
to compare them?
2. Find out about bi-metallic
strips. What is special about
them? What are they used for?


knitting needle ‘roller’

2. Use a Bunsen burner to heat the rod over its whole length and watch
the pointer. Continue heating for about a minute.
3. Stop heating and watch the pointer.

Questions
1. Why was the rod fixed at one end?
Key Resources From Learning Media:
Building Science Concepts Book 36 Heat on the Move.

2. Why did the pointer move when the rod was heated?
3. What happened when it was allowed to cool?

Key School Journal References:
Strike while the iron’s hot, by BEVERIDGE, Barbara,
10-12 years, Pt 04 No. 1 1983 Pgs 32-36, Article.

4. Explain why expansion can be a problem with railway lines, bridges
and buildings. How can this be overcome?
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ASSESSMENT

Heat and Temperature unit

Pre- and post-unit assessment
One way of pre- and post-testing the knowledge of students on the unit of work Heat and
temperature, is to use ‘mind mapping’. You can measure student knowledge by counting the number
of words they use in their map that correspond with the list of keywords we supply to the right.
Students draw a mind map on Heat and temperature before they begin the unit, then again after
they have completed the unit. The scores are compared.

The students will need
An A4 sheet of paper. (The next page can be photocopied.)
Coloured pens, pencils, felts.

Drawing and assessing a mind map
Instructions to students
Write the words ‘Heat and temperature’ in the centre of the page, then write as many words as
you can about these terms. Arrange these in related groups and use lines to connect them in a
meaningful way, branching out from the centre. When you have written as many relevant words
as you can, draw relevant thumbnail pictures and symbols alongside them.

Assessing the mind map
Give one mark for each word (or variation of the word, e.g. petrol, petroleum, gasoline) the student
has written that is also in the keyword list. If instead of a keyword, the student has drawn a symbol or
picture that clearly represents one of the keywords, also give a mark. (You could give a bonus mark for
each relevant word they use that is not in the key list.)

Sample mind map
This is a student’s mind map ‘pre-test’ on Heat and temperature. Ticks are given to show how marks
are allocated. This student’s pre-test score was 9.

Heat and
temperature

Keyword list
Atoms
Burn
Clinical
Cold
Cold-blooded
Collide, collisions
Conduction
Contact
Contraction
Convection
Currents
Cycle
Disperse
Energy
Expansion
Fire
Fluid
Flame
Flammable
Gas
Hot
Insulation
Liquid
Liquid crystal
Molecules
Non-flammable
Off-shore
On-shore
Particles
Radiation
Radiator
Solid
Summer
Sun
Thermal
Thermistors
Thermocouples
Thermometer
Transfer
Vibration
Volume
Warm-blooded
Warmth
Waves
Wet-bulb
Winds
Plus extra words at
teacher’s discretion
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Heat and Temperature unit — student sheet

ASSESSMENT

Heat and temperature
Name
Year level

Date
School

Heat and
Temperature
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The Fonterra Science Roadshow is just one way Fonterra
supports our scientists. They encourage young New
Zealanders through their Graduate Technical Programme,
the Technology for Industry fellowships and a number of
science fairs nationwide.
The Fonterra Research Centre in Palmerston North employs
many of the world’s leading experts in dairy science.
Dating back to 1927, the Centre has an unrivalled reputation
for unlocking new applications from milk.
Their research centre is complemented by their
development centres in Europe, USA and Australia which
work closely with customers to enable their dairy solutions
to enhance their existing products and take innovative
options to consumers.
Fonterra invests more than US$100 million a year in dairy
innovation and draws on the strength of numerous research
and development partnerships around New Zealand and
worldwide, to support the wider dairy industry.
Visit www.fonterra.com for more information.

POST: PO BOX 12 662, WELLINGTON PHONE: 0 499 7865 FAX: 04 499 7194 EMAIL: info@roadshow.org WEB: www.roadshow.org

The National Science-Technology Roadshow Trust
“Providing quality interactive learning experiences in science,
technology and innovation to Aotearoa, New Zealand.”
We specialise in developing and delivering nationally, quality science, innovation
and technology education programmes and exhibitions for student, teachers and
their wider communities.

